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Abstract- Biggest obstacle in data security in this developing
stage of Cloud Computing is the guarantee of the Privacy of
user data. A secure document service mechanism based on
cloud computing is proposed in this paper.
In this mechanism the content and format of documents are
separated prior to handling and storing to consider security.
Within an optimized method of authorization, documents
could be accessed safely additionally.
To provide an infrastructure for establishing reliable cloud
service, this mechanism will protect documents stored in
cloud environment from leakage. Thus, overcoming major
obstacle in data security.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is a new variation of traditional distributed
computing and grid computing. The development of cloud
computing is still facing enormous challenges. A major
concern is about data security, that is, how to protect data
from unauthorized users and leakage. In order to reduce
operation costs on client end and boost the efficiency of
collaboration, the cloud undertook the majority of jobs. From
the view of users, losing control of the executions of jobs may
increase the risk of being hacked especially when the security
of entire task highly depend on the trustworthiness of the
cloud. As can be seen, for both individual user and large-scale
enterprises, it is an important issue to protect key data within
cloud pattern. This issue, to some extent, has a great impact on
the development of cloud computing. This paper has designed
a secure document service mechanism for the document
service based on cloud environment. We highlight that the
major threats against the safety of document service and the
privacy of user documents focus on two concept:
1) Documents would be intercepted and captured during
transferring from client-end to the cloud and
2) Access control for documents stored in the cloud. To
guarantee the privacy of document, on the one hand, the
content and the format of document were separated prior to
handling and storing, because most of private information was
stored in the content of documents. An optimized
authorization method was proposed to assign access right for
authorized users on the other hand.

II. RELATED WORKS
Cloud computing derived from traditional distributed
computing where existed two main methods to satisfy the
requirements of reliable data storage service. The first one
heavily relied on a trusted third-party. A successful example
in business is eBay [1], in which all of users’ transaction
information was stored at official center server. In this pattern,
the most important component for data access control–
authorization was deployed in the center server. The second
one often used in P2P context. In decentralized P2P
environment, authority did not exist and reputation based trust
relation were emphasized [2][3][4]. The weak point of their
works was that they could not give full privacy just a part of
it, which determined that the above methods cannot be
directly applied in cloud environment. Within another
distributed pattern grid computing community, there is no
consensus that how data authentication should be done within
virtual organizations [5].
Thus, cloud environment needs new models to handle
potential security problems. This new model should allow an
information owner to protect their data while not interfering
with the privacy of other information owners within the cloud
[6]. From the view of client, the remote service deployed in
cloud was hardly to be regarded as trustworthy in default
situation. In recent studies, [7] focused on the lower layer IaaS
cloud providers where securing a customers virtual machines
is more manageable. Their work provided a closed box
execution environment. [6] proposed Private Virtual
Infrastructure that shares the responsibility of security in cloud
computing between the service provider and client,
reducing the risk of them both. Our aim is to provide an
efficient methodology to guarantee privacy of user data in
cloud computing environment.
III. SECURE DOCUMENT SERVICE MECHANISMS
Guaranteeing full privacy of user’s document was an
important concept for security document service. For ideal
distributed document service based on cloud computing,
document handling and storing were not executed by local
system in client-end but by remote cloud server that provide
document service. Since the work on remote cloud server
cannot be considered as trustworthy in default setting, we
propose a novel mechanism to protect the privacy of user’s
document, which correspond with cloud computing fashion.
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A. SEPARATION OF CONTENT AND FORMAT
This paper has focused on document service in cloud and the
term “data” refer to document file in general. Secure
Document Service for Cloud Computing 543 Document. A
data stream that consist of content and format. The content of
document can be browsed and handled ina specified manner
that determined by its format.
For example,
<B> hello </B> <BR/> <B> world !</B>
In this fragment of an HTML file, the strings “hello” and
“world !” are content which can be browse din browser. The
tags like“<***>” are format, while The couple
“<B>”and“</B>” make the strings “hello” and “world !” bold
and “<BR/>” gives a line break between the two words. We
identify any documents with content-format combinations.
For example, above HTML file can be seen as
B(hello)BR()B(world !).Therefore, document handling could
be seen as combination of content handling and format
handling. Actually, most of private information was not stored
in format but content. Making the procedure of content
handling secure was essential for guaranteeing
document privacy. In our design, we separated content from
document and then content should be encrypted (by several
sophisticated cryptographic algorithms, e.g., RSA [8], DES
[9], etc.) before document being propagated and stored in
remote server.
B. DOCUMENT PARTITION
Usually, document handling often did not cover the whole
content and format but a part of them. It is not necessary to restore the whole document, but just its partition that were
handled. It is believed that partitioning the document prior to
handling and only updating the modified partition could
reduce the overhead of document service and the possibility of
the whole document being damaged and hacked. If the size of
document partition were rather large, the possibility of this
partition being updating were somewhat high than of a smaller
partition. Because it was more possible that handling
happened in a larger partition. Unfortunately, if the handling
that only changed punctuation or a letter happened in a very
large partition, the efficiency of transferring and storing
document would be affected.
C. DOCUMENT AUTHORIZATION
Data authorization can be implemented by public-key
cryptography
in
traditional
network
environment.
Correspondingly, cloud computing environment was lacking
in nature pre-trusted party that was responsible for
authentication and authorization.
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1.General Authorization Method
2.Optimized Authorization Method
IV. SECURE DOCUMENT SERVICE ARCHETYPES
We provided the model of our mechanism, as follows:
Documents were stored in ”Cloud Document Warehouse”.
The handling involved document format was completely done
by ”Document Service”, while owner in client-end was
responsible for encryption and decryption of document
content. To save document, client must re-encrypt partitioned
content and then send it to ”Document Service”. There were
two kinds of authorization procedures . For Method 1, by
decryption, client can get the access to documents from
”Document Service”. There was a pre-requirement, for
Method 2, of the existence ofH(x)andI(x). Using Method 2
can significantly reduce the overhead of authorization of
Client H and the complexity of procedure of sharing
documents among clients.
1.Separation of Content and Format
2.Procedure of Authorization
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The mechanism of security document service for cloud
computing environment has been proposed and an archetype
has been given. In this mechanism, content and format were
separated from document to keep their privacy. Also, an
optimized authorization method has been proposed for
assigning access right of document to authorized users .
In the near future, we will highlight several fields where new
approaches for implementing secure document service are
required, particularly in constructing appropriate functions
ofH(x)andI(x) for authorization. Also, the authors will explore
sophisticated partition strategies suitable for files in different
formats. In this direction, the most significant result would be
a novel file format that can perfectly keep privacy of content.
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